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In software protection and license management, solutions need to bring two qualities to the
table: Integrity and traceability. Using cryptographic hardware and software anchors of
trust as well as special algorithms with the power to track changes to system states,
software developers can determine how their products are employed by the end user. With
licensing capabilities in place, modern industrial machinery can, for instance, be told by its
operating software that only so many units of a licensed product can be produced in any
given production run. [1]
With protection requirements and commercial considerations of this nature to account for, it
is no wonder that the industry is turning towards the concept of the blockchain as a possible
solution, a distributed realtime database with the following desirable properties:
there is no need for a central broker or named trusted party
the blocks are public (within the peer group) and can be verified by any participant
without peer consensus, the blocks are resistant to unwanted modification
a ledger can contain executable code based on defined conditions (smart contracts)
Software licensing concepts using unit counters could be implemented by means of the
blockchain technology. This article will look in more detail at the new opportunities.
Blockchain: Too high hopes in technology?
In a nutshell, a Blockchain tries to approximate a decentralized and distributed digital
ledger that is used to record transactions across many computers so that the record cannot
be altered retroactively. However, this model remains an unattainable ideal, as technical
constraints force current implementations to compromise. One oftquoted challenge is the
exorbitant time and computing power needed for Bitcoin transactions. [2]
The current state of the technology was described in far more detail as part of SIGMOD
2017 by Dinh et. al. [3] who introduced a framework to compare eleven of the current
blockchain platforms, including Ethereum and Hyperledger. They come to the same

conclusion as Garnter [4]: “[…] in its current state blockchains are not yet ready for mass
usage […], and there are no other established applications beyond cryptocurrency.” [3]
Smart Contracts: Chaincode in Hyperledger
Smart contracts are applications executed in a blockchain. At the risk of oversimplification,
they are “ifthen” conditions executed on the basis of past transcations. A smart contract,
implemented as a socalled “chaincode” in the Hyperledger framework, works as a Go or
Java application with a unique identifier that is distributed across the entities (peers) along
the Hyperledger blockchain. [5] For the control software of a printing machine to allow the
production of a licensed design (to stay with our initial scenario), this would have to be
recorded as a transaction and possible need a special chaincode to be executed.
Irrespective of the specific semantics of that chaincode, the key question is how the
transaction is invoked by the machine. The machine would need a Hyperledger SDK to
report that the it has printed the design. The practical problems are evident: how can the
machine report its state as a properly traceable transaction in the blockchain? In our
scenario, and in the real world, the owner of the licensed design and creator of the license
does not trust the actual operator of the printing machine. This means that the established
anchors of trust of software protection and licensing specialists need to be reconciled with
the transactionbased concept of blockchains like Hyperledger.
Blockchains: There is work to be done
Few people would doubt that blockchain technology will have a lasting (positive) effect by
enabling distributed transaction management with reliable integrity and traceability.
However, this hypothetical example of realworld licensing scenarios already shows that
much work still needs to be done not just on the blockchain technology itself. What is
needed is a trusted link between the blockchain and established infrastructures and data
sources engaged in the transactions. The challenge is to bring together the controlled local
execution of software code and the data created by it with the blockchain APIs to record
what has happened on the ground.
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